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Testosterone treatment for men with chronic heart failure

P J Pugh, R D Jones, J N West, T H Jones, K S Channer

Chronic heart failure (CHF) is a disabling disease characterised by exercise intolerance and dyspnoea. Disease progression arises from prolonged neurohormonal and pro-inflammatory cytokine activation and is associated with a metabolic shift favouring catabolism, vasodilator incapacity, and loss of skeletal muscle bulk and function. In men, androgens are important determinants of anabolic function and physical strength. Androgens also possess anti-inflammatory and vasodilatory properties. In addition, testosterone has been shown to augment cardiac output acutely in men with CHF. Low plasma concentrations of testosterone have been described in men with CHF, and correlate positively with cardiac output. It was hypothesised that relative hypotestosteronaemia could contribute to clinical features of muscle wasting and exercise intolerance, inflammatory cytokine activation and impaired vasodilatation, and progression of heart failure. This pilot study sought to determine whether testosterone treatment could improve exercise capacity and symptoms in male patients with CHF.

METHODS

Twenty ambulant male patients (median age 62 years, range 44–81), with CHF of at least six months duration and no other malignant or debilitating disease, took part in a randomised, double blind, placebo controlled trial of testosterone (Sustanon 100, Organon Laboratories, Cambridge, UK) or placebo treatment (1 ml 0.9% saline, Martindale Pharmaceuticals, Romford, UK) given by intramuscular injection every two weeks for 12 weeks. Informed consent was obtained and the study was approved by the local research ethics committee. Subjects had at least moderate impairment of left ventricular systolic function (mean (SD) ejection fraction 35 (8)%) and reduced exercise tolerance.

Subjects were assessed between 8.00 am and 9.30 am at baseline and then 12 weeks later. They completed a short questionnaire detailing medical history and resting heart rate; blood pressure and weight were measured. Exercise tolerance was assessed using the incremental shuttle walk test (SWT). This is a symptom limited test with a progressive increase in workload, highly reproducible after one practice test (SWT).4 This is a symptom limited test with a progressive increase in workload, highly reproducible after one practice test (SWT).4 This is a symptom limited test with a progressive increase in workload, highly reproducible after one practice test (SWT).4

Left ventricular ejection fraction was determined by transthoracic echocardiography using Simpson’s rule. To estimate skeletal muscle bulk, transverse computed tomographic (CT) images of the mid-thigh and mid-calf of both legs were obtained and the cross sectional area of skeletal muscle at these points determined by planimetry. Physical strength was measured using a hand held grip dynamometer. Blood was taken for measurement of full blood count, sex hormones, PSA, brain natriuretic peptide (BNP), and cytokines (TNFα, IL-1β, and IL-6). The Minnesota living with heart failure (MLHF) questionnaire was used for heart failure symptoms and quality of life and the Beck depression inventory (BDI) was used for assessment of depression.

Data were tested for normality using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and within group changes following treatment were analysed using the paired t test for normal data and Wilcoxon matched pairs test for other data. Independent samples t tests or Mann Whitney U test were used for between group comparisons (p < 0.05 was considered significant).

RESULTS

Active and placebo groups were well matched with no significant differences at baseline for all measured parameters and concomitant treatment. There was a significant increase in the distance walked in the SWT in subjects who received testosterone, but not in the placebo group (fig 1). The mean (SEM) increase in distance walked was significantly greater following testosterone treatment (91.0 (19.7) m v 26.0 (15.2) m, p = 0.018), representing a treatment effect of 65.0 (24.9) m (95% confidence interval (CI) 12.6 to 117.4). The mean (SEM) of all individual percentage changes from baseline was 32.9% (17.6), p = 0.038. There was no relation between baseline hormone values and response to treatment. There was a significant increase in the distance walked in the SWT in subjects who received testosterone, but not in the placebo group (fig 1). The mean (SEM) increase in distance walked was significantly greater following testosterone treatment (91.0 (19.7) m v 26.0 (15.2) m, p = 0.018), representing a treatment effect of 65.0 (24.9) m (95% confidence interval (CI) 12.6 to 117.4). The mean (SEM) of all individual percentage changes from baseline was 32.9% (17.6), p = 0.038. There was no relation between baseline hormone values and response to treatment.

Abbreviations: ACE, angiotensin converting enzyme; BDI, Beck depression inventory; BNP, brain natriuretic peptide; CHF, chronic heart failure; CT, computed tomography; MLHF, Minnesota living with heart failure; PSA, prostate specific antigen; SWT, shuttle walk test.
MLHF symptom scores improved in the testosterone group (34.5 (29.3) to 26.5 (25.3), p = 0.034), with a trend to lower BDI score (7.3 (7.3) to 5.7 (6.0), p = 0.053). Placebo had no effect on symptom scores. There was a trend to greater reduction in MLHF scores with testosterone (−8.0 (3.2) v 1.3 (4.0), p = 0.086) but the reduction in BDI was not significantly different from placebo (−1.6 (0.7) v −1.5 (0.9), p = 0.933).

Treatment had no significant effect on measurements of skeletal muscle bulk and strength, heart rate, blood pressure, weight, left ventricular size and function, QTc, nor plasma concentrations of cytokines. There was a trend to greater reduction in mean (SD) BNP value with testosterone treatment compared with placebo (−9.3 (17.6) pg/ml v 4.5 (10.9) pg/ml, p = 0.063).

One patient in the active group was admitted to hospital with breathlessness after eight weeks of treatment. He was discharged within 48 hours on a higher dose of diuretic and continued in the trial to completion without unblinding. No other patient complained of deterioration in symptoms and treatment remained constant. There was no significant change in plasma concentrations of PSA or in haematological parameters in either group.

**DISCUSSION**

We found significant improvements in exercise capacity and symptoms in men with heart failure following treatment with testosterone. The mechanism of benefit is unclear. The small sample size limited our ability to detect any significant impact of treatment on myocardial contractility, physical strength or humoral factors.

Alterations of skeletal muscle in heart failure patients include changes in muscle microstructure and cellular energy handling and it may be that microscopic, but not macroscopic, muscle changes contributed to improved exercise capacity and that these changes were undetectable by the imaging modality used. Also, the population studied was relatively unselected and it may be that subpopulations of patients with cytokine activation, cachexia, and sarcopenia may derive even greater benefit than that observed in this trial. Further studies are warranted in patients with more advanced disease.

A trend to positive effect of testosterone on mood scores was observed. CHF patients have higher depression scores than controls, as do testosterone deficient men, in whom replacement may reduce depressive symptoms. The improvement in mood may have been related to improved functional capacity, vice versa or an independent phenomenon.

In conclusion, in men with CHF, 12 weeks of treatment with testosterone was safe, well tolerated, and led to significant improvements in physical capacity and symptoms. The mechanism of action of testosterone and confirmation of its safety and beneficial effect in selected patients require further evaluation in larger clinical trials.
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